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Introduction

The preservation of your identity is a fundamental right. In many situations,
you need to claim your identity and this claim needs to be verified somehow.
The technology called biometrics may help. But, what if a deliberate impostor
claims your identity? Will this forgery be always detected? Biometric identity
verification is imperfect. This presentation will review some of the techniques
that a deliberate impostor could use to defeat a biometric verification system. It
will focuss on audio-visual forgeries using voice conversion and face animation.
Such techniques also find useful applications in multimedia.
In a second part, we’ll discuss the techniques which could be used if somebody
wants to hide his/her identity. Again, voice conversion and face animation is
quite efficient to disguise your identity. We’ll review some of the techniques to
detect voice disguise which could be used in forensic applications.
Finaly, we’ll take a look at ’cancellable biometrics’, a set of techniques to allow
users renew their biometric templates and models in case these have been stolen
and used by impostors.
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Audio-visual forgery

The identity of a person is primarily determined visually by his face and audibly by his voice. These two modalities, i.e. face and voice, are used naturally
by people to recognize each other. They are also employed by many identity
recognition systems to automatically verify or identify humans for commercial,
security and legal applications, including forensics. Audio-visual identity verification is introduced in [2]. However, altering the features of the face and/or the
voice can be effectively used to trick an audio-visual identity verification system
so as to have an impersonator be accepted as a genuine user.
Audio-visual forgery, or imposture, is the process of modifying both the face
and the voice of an impostor to make them look and sound like those of an
authentic client. It is reasonable to assume that an impostor has knowledge of
the audio-visual recognition system techniques used on one hand, and, on the
other hand, has enough information about the target client (face image, video
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sequence, voice recording.) It would then be possible to use techniques of voice
transformation and face animation as deliberate imposture methods to defeat the
audio-visual system. Karam et al. [20, 21] propose voice transformation and face
animation techniques to evaluate the effects of deliberate imposture on identity
verification systems.
At the audio level, a voice transformation technique (MixTrans) [20] is employed to change the perceived speaker identity of the speech signal of the impostor to that of the target client. At the visual level, an animation of the impostor
face is achieved using a thin-plate spline warping [20]. Face animation is equally
achieved using commercial animation packages such as CrazyTalk. Abboud et
al. [1] propose appearance-based lip tracking and cloning on speaking faces as a
means of face transformation. Imposture results indicate an increase in equal error rates from 5.1% to 15.39% on the performance of the audio-visual verification
system, implying a higher impostor acceptance rate.
To overcome the challenges imposed by deliberate imposture on audio-visual
identity verification systems, Bredin et al. in [4, 8, 5, 6] provide a study on the
level of audio visual synchronization as a means of imposture detection, which
helps make talking face authentication robust to deliberate imposture.
Audio-visual identity verification systems and effects of deliberate imposture
were reported within the framework of the Biosecure project [9, 7, 11]. A guide
to biometric reference systems and performance evaluations is provided in [29].
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Identity disguise

Voice disguise is considered as a deliberated action of the speaker who wants to
falsify or to conceal his identity [28, 27]. A relevant way to mask his identity is
to use a simple but efficient disguise. Lots of possibilities are offered to a speaker
to change his voice. In the field of automatic speaker recognition application,
one of the most threats is voice disguise. Based on crime analysis in Germany,
it is noted in [23] that there was ”... an overall occurrence of voice disguise in 52
percent of the cases where the offender used his/her voice and may have expected
to have it recorded during the criminal action. This percentage includes cases of
blackmailing, where the specific percentage was as high as 69 percent.” And in
[10] it is noted that ”Disguised speech is typically found in situations in which
the criminal thinks he is being recorded. This situation is very common in cases
of kidnapping, a kind of crime whose incidence has increased considerably in the
past years in Brazil.”
This section focuses on four specific non electronic and deliberated disguises
according to the classification proposed by [32]: High pitched voice, low pitched
voice, covered mouth, and pinched nostrils [27]. An experiment based on a 50
speaker database is proposed. A set of acoustic features in the speech signal,
including the formants F1 and F2, mean F0, min F0, max F0, 12 MFCC and their
first derivatives are extracted from each speech segment. Different classification
techniques are evaluated to detect disguise: k-nearest neighbours, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and a two different architectures of classifier fusion. The first
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architecture consists in a parallel combination of five classifiers as proposed in
Fig. 1(a).
The second architecture consists in a hybrid combination of classifiers as
proposed in Fig. 1(b). The level of performance of each classifier is based on
the analysis of ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve and the criterion
linked to the curve, the Area Under Curve (AUC). The ROC graph is a useful
technique for organizing classifiers and visualizing their performance.
Fig. 2 proposes the results of each classifier between normal voice and a
combined of four disguises composed by the different disguises previously described. This curve reveals a good level of performance for the parallel architecture and the SVM classifier with an AUC of 0.79 and 0.78. The hybrid architecture presents an AUC of 0.72 and the 5 nearest neighbours an AUC of 0.67. In
the area of forensic speaker recognition it could be interesting to realize a step of
disguise detection as pre-processing in order to avoid directing the investigation
toward unlikely suspects and away from likely ones.
A more sophisticated method to disguise his voice is to use voice conversion
considered as an electronic-deliberated technique. In [23] a proposition of original voice conversion technique to trick an automatic speaker recognition system
is proposed where a degradation of near than 50% is noticed on the level of performance after the conversion. In [26] three different methods of voice conversion
are compared in face of a forensic application: imitation of a French politician.

(a) Parallel classifier fusion

(b) Hybrid classifier fusion
Fig. 1. Classification architectures
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Fig. 2. Performance of normal and disguised voices
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Cancelable biometrics

The biometric characteristics are permanently associated with the user. Therefore, if a biometric characteristic is compromised, the stored template cannot
be revoked meaning that it cannot be replaced with a new one. Thus biometric
systems lack revocability. Another problem related with the permanence of biometric data is the possibility of cross-database matching. In classical biometric
systems, the information needed for further comparisons, denoted as biometric
reference or template, is stored in a database. This information remains substantially similar across databases if the modality and the biometric algorithm
are the same (e.g., fingerprint minutiae set extracted from the same fingerprint
in different systems are similar). Therefore, a compromised template from one
biometric database can be used to access information from another system which
uses the same biometric modality. This can be considered as a threat to privacy.
Moreover, in some cases, the stored information can be used to create a dummy
representation of the biometric trait which can be used to access the system.
Many solutions, termed as cancelable biometrics, are proposed in order to
overcome the problems of revocability and cross-database matching of biometrics [30, 31, 13, 22, 33, 3]. These solutions basically involve combination of some
assigned user specific secret with the biometric characteristics. The use of an
assigned secret allows the revocation of the template if the template is compromised.
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Kanade et al. [16, 17] proposed a simple shuffling scheme which randomizes
the biometric data with the help of a shuffling key. The data to be shuffled is
divided into blocks and these blocks are rearranged according to the bit values
of the shuffling key. The advantages of this scheme are: (a) induces revocability
in biometric systems, (b) improves the verification performance (nearly 80%
decrease in equal error rate) because it increases the impostor Hamming distance
without changing the genuine Hamming distance, (c) template diversity, (d)
makes cross-matching impossible and thus protects privacy.
There are also a number of systems in literature with which a long and stable
bit-string can be derived from biometrics [15, 14, 12, 24]. Such systems can also
possess the properties of revocability, template diversity, and privacy protection.
Kanade et al. proposed such key regeneration systems using uni-biometrics
(iris [16]) as well as multi-biometrics (two iris system [18] and multi-modal system using a combination of iris and face [19]).
Such systems can help if an impostor has stolen the biometric data. In
this case, these systems allow revocation of the compromised template and reenrollment of the user with the same biometric data which is not possible with
classical biometric systems.
Keywords: Identity verification, forgery, audio-visual imposture, voice conversion, face animation, voice disguise, cancelable biometrics
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